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The recently appointed Policing
Minister Vernon Coaker talks to
Lynda King Taylor about his plan
and priorities

A New 
Era for
Policing

government

Vernon Coaker 

V
ernon Coaker believes his background

brings a bonus to his recent appointment

as Minister of State for policing, security

and crime. The son of a police officer, prior to

becoming MP he was the Deputy Head of

Bigwood School, Nottingham. Being a teacher

he says meant he had “to be firm but fair, which

has stood me in good stead for the job I do

now”. He needs this pedigree, as he takes on

the plethora of policing problems. 

Policing has been subject to ceaseless

political initiatives, and the new minister is

acutely aware that many have not achieved their

purpose, denting confidence in policing. For Mr

Coaker, policing priorities are a titanic task and

involve implementing the Green Paper on the

reform agenda and the 2008 Flanagan Review,

with the emphasis on modernising policing,

cutting bureaucracy and refocusing on

communities policing. Policing now demands

new skills and new ways of working, as officers

grapple with sweeping changes in global threats

and increasing pace of technology. His in-tray

bulges with issues from knife crime to lurking

terror alerts, complaints from some senior

black officers about career prospects and

grumbles from the Conservative party over the

search of Damien Green’s home and office.

Whilst senior police officers want to deliver a

fair and equitable service, he knows that

government needs to think radically.

He accepts disquiet reigns over who should

decide who makes policing decisions, at which

levels, to whom they are accountable and

where politics ends and policing begins. 

it is not for a politician
to tell a police officer

how best to police

Mr Coaker is vociferous on politicisation “It’s

extremely important the police have operat-

ional independence”, he says. “There is a

difference between politicisation where politic-

ians control and direct the police – which is

disastrous – and accountability. Politicisation is

troubling people, and events of the last few

months have increased concerns. That is why

the Government have dropped the ‘direct

election provision’ from the Bill which has been

widely welcomed across the whole policing

family – from uniformed officer to police

authorities.”  He is adamant though that: “it is

not for a politician to tell a police officer how

best to police an area. You can try to influence,

set concepts and work together but, at the end

of the day, operational decisions rest with Chief

Constables, officers and the individual bobby on

the beat. That is very important.”

He recognises that performance require-

ments constantly compel forces to hit centrally-

imposed targets which usually miss the point,

that defective records are causing communities

to have even less confidence in crime statistics

and that bureaucracy burdens are raising a range

of pressing problems police forces face. Mr

Coaker acknowledges these are all concerns he

has to face, with a new Commissioner and a

Home Office itself struggling with reputation

and reform. He understands the challenges that

Sir Paul Stephenson faces, embracing crime

reduction, getting neighbourhood policing to

work better in the middle of London – where

some community leaders suggest it is not – the

continuing terrorist threat and the 2012

Olympics. He believes progress can be made on

bureaucracy, with Jan Berry’s interim report due

and Sir David Normington reviewing data

collection. “Together,” he says, “we are on the
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government

verge of something really significant in turning

around some of the processes preventing

officers from properly policing.”

Similarly, he is optimistic on issues of minority

ethnic recruitment, retention and progression,

especially following a turbulent period in

relation to race and the Police Service. “Actual

recruitment of officers has had some success –

progression and retention has been a different

matter and there’s wide variation. I am deter-

mined to bring forward clear action points –

special training, mentoring, which will help us

improve – also reinvigorate women’s recruit-

ment. I agree with Trevor Phillips there have

been major improvements since Stephen

Lawrence. When you talk with ACPO they

believe there have been improvements, but we

must build on this – we start from a recognition

of progress but must ask – where now? Don’t

decry the work we did before. The officers I

meet want to do better than previously with

appreciation of the progress already made. It’s a

difficult one – we have to be confident without

being seen to be arrogant,  and part of that is my

job. We must do better.”

The new minister is setting out his stall to an

increasingly sceptical public and a financially

constrained, mission-stretched Police Service.

He says: “I hear people say the Police Service in

this country is the last unreformed public

service. What is happening is exposing that, but

changes are now taking place that can only

happen with the dynamism and enthusiasm of

the police forces themselves and I pay credit to

that.” He recites recent responses to the Green

Paper – the Policing Pledge, crime-mapping,

single confidence target, the Policing & Crime

Bill, the Senior Appointments Panel, collabor-

ation, crime recording and empowerment – as

evidence of massive change. It is he believes, a

new era for policing. As he says, “a transform-

ation is taking place and it’s about time we give

credit where deserved for police helping me to

bring that about. I pay tribute to the work police

do and have done, engaging with Government

to bring about significant change and reform.

Sometimes we may disagree but the debate will

bring this about. One of my tasks is to shout

more loudly on this to police and public.”

His priority is “empowering the frontline

officers, and how we do that better. A ‘confid-

ence target’ – one single top-down target on

local confidence is a very important part of what

we are trying to do,  giving the officer on the

beat more discretion to do the job he needs to

do”. This ‘confidence’ measure he insists is “a

hard-edged, tough measure focusing on local

people’s views about whether the police and

other agencies locally are tackling the crime and

anti-social behaviour issues that matter to them.

I have always been clear that this target needs to

be challenging if we are to see real change in

public confidence in the police. By 2012 I want

to see at least 60% of people confident that the

police are addressing what matters locally”.

Given widespread public concern about

crime involving young people, he says that

“nobody wants to criminalise young people, but

I want to ensure they understand the conse-

quences of their actions. I want to take tough

action on crime, but I realise with young people

it is also important to focus on trying to prevent

them from offending in the first place.” 

Coaker believes bureaucracy is too often an

obstacle to catching criminals, which is what the

public wants. “The reduction of targets, along-

side the measures we are putting in on stop and

account, mobile data devices instead of red tape

form-filling, the Policing Pledge will all bring a

difference. But they also bring other challenges,

in the skills and experience needed for the

officer on the street, plus the management and

control of new ways of working, especially for

sergeants and inspectors”.

collaboration is
important not merger
He recognises he will have to address con-

cerns about funding in the current financial

crisis. “One of the great steps forward,” he says

“has been the three year settlement. For 2009-10

we have already confirmed forces will get the

same in every area. We have laid out the indic-

ative figures for 2010-11. There are pressures on

everyone’s budgets – but we have done our

best, building on the huge increases the Police

Service of this country have had over the last few

years, to bring stability. Forces and Authorities

have said it is not just the amount, it is the

‘stability’, and we have tried to provide that.

Clearly there will be discussion – an obvious

concern is what will happen when this current

three-year settlement runs out 2011 onwards.”

He is adamant though that: “This does not

mean the reform programme is over. It doesn’t

mean there aren’t issues around accountability –

and the police are working very hard with us to

deliver that. As a government, we cannot deliver

the Policing Pledge, crime-mapping and the

neighbourhood policing agenda without the

efforts of police forces. We are here to support

and lead, but working with police. It’s a strong,

effective partnership. That's what I want, that's

what I think we've got and I'm determined to

build on it for the future.”

Mr Coaker also insists that “we are not going

to go back to mergers but we will take forward

the ‘collaboration’ agenda, where forces can

collaborate and work together. We’re going to

change some of the rules around command and

control, so it recognises some of the joint

workings taking place between forces, with  new

measures on the sharing of IT, and there will be

a measure where the Home Secretary will be

able to mandate collaboration where it is

deemed to be in the public interest. But it’s

collaboration that is important, at local, regional

and national level, not merger.”

On fighting terrorism, – and speaking shortly

before the re-launch of the government’s

counter-terrorist strategy – he says that: “We have

a Bill ready should we need which will allow the

Director of Public Prosecutions to apply to

detain suspects up to 42 days – a piece of legis-

lation available should the government believe it

is necessary to put before Parliament as an

emergency measure. All the judicial safeguards

there currently remain and that Bill will lapse

after 60 days. It does not stay on the books for

ever. In addition we have last year’s Counter-

Terrorism bill measures.”

At the end, there is much he hopes to

achieve. This includes: “Full implementation of

the Pledge and realisation with local people and

officers getting that into action. Individual police

officers and Chief Constables should be able to

say we are reducing bureaucracy, changing

target culture, with crime reduction we can feel,

see and demonstrate. I want to ensure we have

the balance right between serious organised

crime, without taking effort away from neigh-

bourhood policing, and we have the collabor-

ation to achieve this. I hope the police

themselves will recognise this, and be able to

stand tall in the recognition of the performance

progress they have made, whilst demonstrating

to the public the collective improvements they

have brought about.”

Vernon Coaker has been MP for Gedling in
Nottinghamshire since 1997. He became Minister
of State at the Home Office in October 2008.

Lynda King Taylor is a consultant and author
working with crime, citizen and partnership issues.

She is writing a book on
the Future of UK Policing
– from Rhetoric to Reality
and is keen to hear from
anyone who would care to
comment on the issue. She
can be contacted at
LKTLondon@aol.com and
www.lyndakingtaylor.com 
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